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Big Picture:

Establish a connection between OAE group delays and tuning

bandwidth for a series of cascaded filters (i.e., the inner ear)

Outline

I - Harmonic Oscillator

II - OAEs, Lizard Ears and Coupled Oscillators

III - Moving Up the Phylogentic Tree



I - Harmonic Oscillator Group Delay



eqn. of motion

sinusoidal steady-state

change of variables

amplitude and phase relative

to driving stimulus



one more change of variables



define the group delay:

do some algebra.....



express group delay in periods:

    (i.e. dimension-less form)



Tuning Takes Time

Tuned Responses Take Time

x(t) = A( ) [1-e(-t/ ) ]

 = Q / o

/ A
(

)  Second Order System
(resonant frequency o )

 External driving
force at frequency 



Unresolved: Physical basis for

frequency difference between peak in

magnitude and largest phase gradient



II - Otoacoustic Emission (OAE) Delays

- An OAE is a sound emitted by the ear, either spontaneously or in response to an external stimulus

- When a single stimulus frequency is presented, an SFOAE is evoked (at that same frequency)

- SFOAEs can be observed in a wide range of species with differing morphologies

 SFOAE data (from a gecko ear shown

here) has peaks and valleys in the

magnitude and large group delays

across frequency



Hypothesis:

SFOAE group delays* reflect tuning mechanisms
in the inner ear

* group delay  phase-gradient delay



Gecko Inner Ear

Wever (1978)

Miller (1973)



Coupled resonators (2nd order filters)
Model Schematic

 Each resonator has a unique tuning bandwidth [Q(x)] and spatially-

defined characteristic frequency [ (x)]



Manley et al. (1999)

Tokay Gecko Auditory Nerve Fiber Responses



Physiological data quantifies both sharpness of tuning [Q(x)] and frequency map [ (x)] 



Equation of Motion

Assumptions

-inner fluids are incompressible and the pressure is uniform within each

 scalae

-papilla moves transversely as a rigid body (rotational modes are

 ignored)

- consider hair cells grouped together via a sallet, each as a resonant element

  (referred to as a bundle from here on out)

- bundles are coupled only by motion of papilla (fluid coupling ignored)

- papilla is driven by a sinusoidal force (at angular frequency  )

- system is linear and passive

- small degree of irregularity is manifest in tuning along papilla length



An Emission Defined

[SFOAE is complex difference between smooth  and rough  conditions]



Phase-Gradient Delay

Analytic Approximation

-To derive an approximate expression for the model phase-gradient delay, we make several simplifying assumptions

  (e.g., convert sum to integral, assuming bundle stiffness term is approximately constant, etc.)

given the strongly peaked nature of the integrand and by analogy to
coherent reflection theory, we expect that only spatial frequencies close to
some optimal value will contribute

opt



Analytic Approximation (cont.)



Model and Data Comparison





A Step Further....

Gammatone filter of order m

A better assumption as to the filter itself?

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Sample_gammatone.png



III - Traveling Waves (mammals) = Confounding factor







Fini



Animals anesthetized to prevent movement

METHODS
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1:

suppress
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schemati
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Question 1:
suppression
schematic2



SFOAEs: Nonlinear suppression paradigm

Question 1: Methods SFOAE
supp.


